November 16, 2005

MEMPHIS LAWYER REINSTATED TO THE PRACTICE OF LAW

On November 14, 2005, the Supreme Court of Tennessee entered an Order reinstating Herman Andrew Crisler, III to the practice of law.

On March 29, 2005, a Hearing Panel heard the Petitioner’s Petition for Reinstatement. On May 2, 2005, the Hearing Panel filed its Order with the Board of Professional Responsibility recommending the reinstatement of the Petitioner with the requirement that the Petitioner take and pass the Tennessee Bar Exam; that the Petition be required to enter a monitoring contract with Tennessee Lawyers Assistance Program (TLAP) for five (5) years to have his practice monitored as a condition to be reinstated and shall be subject to having his reinstatement revoked if he is in substantial non-compliance with his TLAP contract; that Petitioner shall also be required to have a practice monitor where he is employed who would agree to report any substantial practice problems to the Board of Professional Responsibility.

On November 14, 2005, the Tennessee Supreme Court entered an Order approving the Hearing Panel Order and entered it for enforcement, reinstating Herman Andrew Crisler, III to the practice of law, having successfully completed the Tennessee Bar Exam; Crisler having entered a monitoring contract with Tennessee Lawyers Assistance Program (TLAP) for five (5) years to have his practice monitored and shall be subject to having his reinstatement revoked if he is in substantial non-compliance with his TLAP contract; Crisler having a practice monitor, Gerald Waggoner, where he is employed who has agreed to report any substantial practice problems to the Board of Professional Responsibility.
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